Some Thoughts on Language Philosophy and Structure David Thomas 1. On the nature and study of language.
Language can be and has been viewed in different ways, reflecting different world-views. In Chart 1 some of these views of language have been sketched in loose order of historical prominence, though all of these still co-exist today. View A was probably the most common view during the mediaeval pericd. View B could characterize the 19th century.
View C was one of the dominant views among linguists in the United States during the first half of this century. View n·may be fairly close to the most general current view. View E has been voiced recently in a few quarters. And there is truth in all these views. Strict determinists would probably grant truth only to B, C, and D (in. part or in whole). Humanists I believe would generally insist on adding E.
And Christians include A in any view of language.
Language and the study of it is a natural science, studying universal laws and their specific applications. But it is more than just scientific rules; let us not despise our human birthright of free choice and creativity.
In addition to universal synchronic laws and creative uses in language, there are also synchronic residues of historical processes in language and synchronic flux of change.
And God has not abrogated His right to intervene in human affairs Language as a science and a.a history has been studied intensively for the. past two centuries, as they are the facets of language easiest to describe. And predictions baaed on scientific laws and logical axioms can be readily verified. Creative use of language, however, can only with difficulty and inappropriateness be described, as with ideophones, onomatopoeia, metaphor, and poetry, and any predictions can be made only in the most general terms, baaed on general knowledge of human behavior. Divine intervention in language can sometimes have its effect perceived and described, but it is al.most never predictable since we can fathom so little of the nature of God.
Thus the practical study of linguistics must perforce consist largely of scientific and historical analysis, yet attention needs to be directed toward poetic and creative use, and God's creating aud sustaining of language and His occasional intervention must be borne in mind.
2. On labeling structures.
Definition and labeling of classes sometimes proceeds, for example, like: A functions like the negatives, therefore A is a negative. This could be restated in more formal manner as: There is a group of words meaning 'negative', and they all function alike grammatically. There is another word A which also functions grammatically like the words meaning 'negative', therefore A is a member of the class which has the meaning 'negative' and functions grammatically in this particular way.
Method 1 Revised Situation
Method 2 58.
The above described method of labeling (Method 1 The third type has not one center but several centers, or several areas of high frequency, among which there is never more than a two-way contrast in any particular environment, thus these various centers can be-grouped into an A set and a B set. I suspect that this situation occurs occasionally in language, though I can't document it.
Each of these three types of definition has its own situations where it is most appropriate.
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60. al description may just give the broad outlines of the language.
A generDetailed descriptions are more useful for the specialist, general descriptions are more useful for the non-specialist. Both are valid and valuable.
The best description must always be that description which best portrays language as it is, language as a whole. Descriptive adequacy is sometimes shrugged off as a simple matter, but languaae as a whole is still far from explored, and no one can even start laying clai.n\ to descriptive adequacy in bis description of any segment of language until he can fit it into the whole. Arguments over anything beyond descriptive adequacy I consider a waste of ink at this stage.
One of the leas mentioned facts about language these days is the redundancy which rune throughout language and is a basic factor in language.
In view of this it seems to run counter to a natural description of language to insist that economy should be the prime measure of a dsscription.
It is sometimes implied that tbe ideal of linguistics is to find laws that are more and more far-reaching, hoping to tie everything together, and examples are generally drawn from physics and astronomy (both sciences of mechanical precision), with the supreme example being Einstein's simple 
